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Handle Management

● Once an object is subscribing to changes, it is always listening. 
Regardless of whether you can see it or not.

● Objects can be manually “detached” in the code to prevent 
unnecessary updates.

● Or, destroyed via the API and recreated as necessary.
app.destroySessionObject(id)



Chaining Selections

● A change in state causes associated objects to become invalidated.

● If the object is “subscribing” it may call the “getLayout” function.

● If multiple state changes occur in quick succession, a “getLayout” 
request will be made for each of them which can result in a 
response of “Request Aborted.”



Rapid Selections

You know the text value you want to select in a field. 
What’s faster?

1. Selecting by text Value with the Field API.

2. Creating a qListObject, looping and selecting.

3. Creating a qHyperCube with Set Analysis and selecting.



Variables – Qlik®/JavaScript

● Qlik Variables with “static” values are reset on reload of the 
application.

● A Qlik Variable created through code essentially stops existing 
after a reload.

● JavaScript variables can be managed outside of Qlik and are not 
impacted by state changes/reloads. In Qlik they are just treated 
as hard values.



Measures - Qlik/JavaScript

● Qlik Master Measures can be maintained by the 
business/analysts but cannot be changed on-the-fly.

● Qlik Variables can be used to make Master Measures 
more dynamic.

● Using JavaScript, measures can be defined in a specific 
file and maintained with version control.

● Templates can be defined which can later be updated 
on-the-fly through code based on a user’s interactions 
with the web app.



Modal Mode

● Objects can be placed into modal mode before interactions 
occur.
model.beginSelections([paths])

● This prevents state changes from being triggered by other 
objects until modal mode is switched off.
model.endSelections(accept)



Thank You

Stay in the know on Qlik product 
innovations. Register for our quarterly 
webinar series.

qlik.com/QlikInsider

Want to learn more? Check out these resources: 

Connect with Qlik enthusiasts around the 
world. Learn, share and explore. 
Register today.

community.qlik.com
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Breakout Session 
Survey

We strive to improve the event each 

year and are interested in hearing 

your feedback on this session.  

To access the session survey please 

log into the mobile app and click this 

session on your personal agenda. 

Click the Survey button in the top 

menu to complete the survey.

We thank you in advance!



Thank You


